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We demonstrate that the recently introduced pruned-enriched Rosenbluth method leads to extre
efficient algorithms for the folding of simple model proteins. We test them on several models for latti
heteropolymers, and compare the results to published Monte Carlo studies. In all cases our algorit
are faster than previous ones, and in several cases we find new minimal energy states. In addition
algorithms give estimates for the partition sum at finite temperatures. [S0031-9007(98)05636-1]
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Protein folding [1] is one of the outstanding problems i
mathematical biology. It is concerned with the problem
of how a given sequence of amino acids assumes precis
that geometrical shape which is biologically useful. Cu
rently, it is much easier to find coding DNA (and, thus
amino acid) sequences than to find the corresponding str
tures. Thus, solving the folding problem would be a majo
breakthrough in understanding the biochemistry of the ce
and in designing artificial proteins.

In this Letter we are concerned only with the mos
straightforward direct approach: Given a sequence,
molecular potential, and no other information, find th
ground state and the equilibrium state at physiologic
temperatures. Note that we are not concerned with t
kinetics of folding, but only in the final outcome. Also,
we will not address the problems of how to find goo
molecular potentials, and what is the proper level of deta
in describing proteins. Instead, we will use simple coars
grained models which have been proposed in the literatu
and have become standards in testing the efficiency
folding algorithms.

The models we study are heteropolymers which liv
on 3d or 2d regular lattices. They are self-avoiding
chains with attractive or repulsive interactions betwee
neighboring nonbonded monomers. These interactio
can have continuous distributions [2], but the majority o
authors considered only two types of monomers. In th
HP model [3,4] they are hydrophobic (H) and polar (P),
with seHH , eHP, ePPd  2s1, 0, 0d. Since this leads to
highly degenerate ground states, alternative models w
proposed, e.g.,$e  2s3, 1, 3d [5] and $e  2s1, 0, 1d [6].

The algorithms we apply here are variants of th
pruned-enriched Rosenbluth method (PERM) [7], a cha
growth algorithm based on the Rosenbluth-Rosenblu
(RR) [8] method. Monomers are added sequentially, th
nth monomer being placed at sitei with probabilitypnsid.
In simple sampling, pnsid is uniform on all neighbors of
the last monomer, leading to exponential attrition. Th
original RR method avoids this by using a uniformpnsid
on all vacant neighbors ofin21. More generally, we
call any nonuniform choice ofpnsid a generalized RR
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method. The relative thermal weight of a particular chai
conformation of lengthn is then determined byWn 
mn exps2bDEndWn21, with W1  1; DEn is the energy
gain from adding monomern; and mn is the Rosenbluth
factor, mn 

P
j[hnnj pns jdypnsid. We note thatWn is

also an estimate for the partition functionZn of the
n-monomer chain [7]. Chain growth is stopped when th
final size is reached and started anew fromn  1.

In easy cases,pnsid can be chosen so that Boltzmann
and Rosenbluth factors—or Rosenbluth factors for dif
ferentn—cancel, leading to narrow weight distributions.
But, in general, this algorithm produces a wide spread i
weights that can lead to serious problems [9]. On the oth
hand, since the weights accumulate as the chain grows, o
can interfere during the growth process by “pruning” con
formations with low weights and enriching high-weight
conformations. This is, in principle, similar to popula-
tion based methods in polymer simulations [10,11] and i
quantum Monte Carlo (MC) algorithms [12]. However,
our implementation is different. Pruning is done stochas
tically: If the weight of a conformation has decreased be
low a thresholdW,

n , it is eliminated with probability 1y2,
while it is kept and its weight is doubled in the other half
of cases. Enrichment [13] is done independently of this
If Wn increases above another thresholdW.

n , the confor-
mation is replaced bync copies, each with weightWnync.
Technically, this is done by putting onto a stack all infor-
mation about conformations which still has to be copied
This is most easily implemented by recursive function call
[7]. Thereby the need for keeping large populations o
conformations [10–12] is avoided. PERM has proven ex
tremely efficient for studies of lattice homopolymers nea
the u point [7], their phase equilibria [14], and of the or-
dering transition in semistiff polymers [15].

The main freedom when applying PERM consists in
the a priori choice of the sites as to where to place
the next monomer, i.e., the probabilitiespns jd, in the
thresholdsW,

n andW.
n for pruning and enrichment, and

in the number of copiesnc made upon enrichment. All
of these features do not affect the correctness of th
algorithm, but they can greatly influence its efficiency
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3149
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They may depend arbitrarily on chain lengths and on loc
conformations, and they can be changed freely at any tim
during the simulation. Thus, the algorithm can “learn
during the simulation [7].

In order to apply PERM to heteropolymers at very low
temperatures, the strategies proposed in [7] are modifi
as follows.

(1) For homopolymers near the theta point it ha
been found that the best choice for the placement
monomers was not according to their Boltzmann weigh
but uniformly on all allowed sites [7,14] such as in
the original RR. This is due to cancellation betwee
Boltzmann and RR factors: Larger Boltzmann factor
correspond to higher densities and, thus, to smaller R
factors [9].

For a heteropolymer this has to be modified, as the
is no longer a unique relationship between density a
the Boltzmann factor. In a strategy of “anticipated impo
tance sampling” we should preferentially place monome
in sites with mostly attractive neighbors. Assume th
we have two types of monomers and we want to pla
a type-A monomer. If an allowed site hasmB neighbors
of type B (B  H , P), we select this site with probability
~ 1 1 aAHmH 1 aAPmP. Here,aAB are constants with
aAB . 0 for eAB , 0 and vice versa.

(2) Most naturally, theW.
n and W,

n are chosen
proportional to the estimated partition sumZn (i.e., the
average of theWn already generated), e.g.,W,

n  cZn,
c ø 0.5, andW.

n  rW,
n , r ø 10 [7]. But this becomes

inefficient at very lowT sinceZn will be underestimated
as long as no low-energy state is found. But when th
finally happens,W.

n is too small and, thus, too many
(correlated) copies are produced. This costs CPU tim
but does not increase the quality of sampling.

This problem could be avoided by increasingW.
n and

W,
n during particularly successful “tours” (a tour is the

set of conformations derived from a single start [7]). Bu
then also the average number of long chains is decrea
in comparison with short chains. To reduce this effect an
to create a bias towards a sample which is flat in cha
length, we multiply by some power ofMnyM1, where
Mn is the number of generated chains of lengthn. With
N snd denoting the number of chains generated during t
current tour we usedW,

n  CZnfsss1 1 N sndyMddd sMn 1

MdysM1 1 Mdg2, with C a constant of order unity andM
a constant of order104 105.

(3) For the number of copiesnc created whenWn

surpassesW.
n , a good choice is intf1 1

p
WnyW .

n g.
(4) In some cases we did not start to grow the cha

from one end but from a point in the middle. We grew
first in one direction, and then in the other. Resul
were averaged over all possible starting points. The id
behind this is that real proteins have folding nuclei, and
should be most efficient to start from such a nucleus.
some cases this approach was very successful and spee
up the ground state search substantially, in others not.
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(5) Special tricks were employed for “compact” con-
figurations filling a square or a cube [16].

Let us now discuss our results. Items (a)–(c) concer
the original HP model [3] with$e  2s1, 0, 0d.

(a) Ten sequences of lengthN  48 were given in
[17]. Each was designed by minimizing the energy
of a particular target conformation under the constrain
of constant composition. The authors tried to find th
lowest-energy states with a heuristic MC method [18], an
an exact enumeration of low-energy states [19] (whic
cannot be generalized to other models). The MC metho
failed in all but one case. Precise CPU times were no
quoted. With PERM we succeeded in reaching groun
states inall cases, average CPU time per sequence rangi
from a few seconds to several hours (all times refer to
SUN ULTRA SPARC, 167 MHz). We verified also that
these ground states are highly degenerate, and that th
are no gaps between ground and first excited states. Th
none of these sequences are good folders, though th
were designed specifically for this purpose.

(b) In Ref. [20] two versions of a genetic algorithm
were used to simulate 2d HP chains of lengths 20 to
64, and compared to other MC algorithms. Ground sta
energies were supposed to be known since the chai
had been specially designed. In all cases we reached
ground state energies proposed by the authors in less th
1 h CPU time, except for the sequence of length 64. Fo
that sequence we obtainedE  239, while none of the
algorithms used in [20] reached energies below237. For
the chain with length 60, we found several states wit
E  236 although the authors had claimedE $ 234 by
construction (see Table I).

(c) Two 2d HP chains withN  100 were studied in
[21]. The authors claimed that the native conformation
are compact, fit exactly into a10 3 10 square, and have
energies244 and246. These energies were found by a
specially designed MC algorithm which should be particu
larly efficient for compact conformations. We found non-
compact (degenerate) conformations with energies247
and249 (see Table I), while our lowest-energy compac
states (also degenerate) haveE  246 and247 [16].

(d) Sequences withN  27 and with continuous in-
teractions were studied in Ref. [2]. Interaction strength
were sampled from Gaussians and were permuted to o
tain good folders. In all cases we could reach the sup
posed ground state energies, within less than 1 h in th
worst case. This time the design had been successful, a
all sequences showed gaps between the ground state
the bulk of low-lying states. These gaps were in som
cases filled by conformations which were very similar to
the ground state, so that they could not prevent these s
quences from being counted as good folders. In no ca
did we find energies lower than those quoted in [2].

(e) Short sequences with which we had neither problem
nor surprises were given in several papers: 48-mers in [6
27-mers in [22], and sequences withN # 36 in [19].
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TABLE I. Newly found lowest energy states for binary sequences with interactions$e  seHH , eHP , ePPd. Configurations are
encoded as sequences ofr (right),l (left), u (up), d (down), f (forward), andb (backward).

Sequence oldEmin
N d $e example conformation ourEmin Ref.

60 2 2s1, 0, 0d P2H3PH8P3H10PHP3H12P4H6PH2PHP 234 [20]
r5d2lul3dld2srud2rd2ldldrdr2uluru2rd2rdldr2u3lu3rd2rur 236

100 2 2s1, 0, 0d P6HPH2P5H3PH5PH2P2sP2H2d2PH5PH10PH2PH7P11H7P2HPH3P6HPH2 244 [21]
r6ur2u3rd5luldl2drd2ru2r3srulud2urdrd2ru3lur3dld2rur5d3l5uldl2d3ru2r3d3l2urul 247

100 2 2s1, 0, 0d P3H2P2H4P2H3sPH2d3H2P8H6P2H6P9HPH2PH11P2H3PH2PHP2HPH3P6H3 246 [21]
ul2drdl2u3ld4ldrdl2u2l2d3l2uru3r2u3rd3ru4rul5dldr2d2luldldrdldlu3lul2ulur2dr2u3rd4l 249

80 3 2s1, 0, 1d PH2P3sH3P2H3P3H2P3d3H4P4sH3P2H3P3H2P3dH2 294 [6]
lbruflbl2br2drur2dldl3ulfrdr3urfldl3ulurur3drblul3br3bl3dldrdr3urul2dlu 298
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(f) The most interesting case is a two-species 80-m
with interactions2s1, 0, 1d studied first in [6]. These
particular interactions were chosen because it was hop
that they would lead to compact conformations. Indee
the sequence was specially designed to form a “four he
bundle” which fits perfectly into a4 3 4 3 5 box (see
Fig. 1). Its energy in this putative native state is294.
Although the authors of [6] used highly optimized code
they were not able to recover this state by MC. Instea
they reached onlyE  291. Supposedly, a different
state withE  294 was found in [21], but Fig. 10 of this
paper, which is claimed to show this conformation, has
much higher value ofE.

Even without much tuning, our algorithm gaveE 
294 after a few hours, but it did not stop there. Afte
a number of conformations with successively lower ene
gies, the final candidate for the native state hasE  298.
It again has a highly symmetric shape, although it do
not fit into a4 3 4 3 5 box (see Fig. 2). It has twofold
degeneracy (the central2 3 2 3 2 box in the front of

FIG. 1. Putative native state of the four helix bundle s
quence, as proposed in [6]. It hasE  294, fits into a rect-
angular box, and consists of three homogeneous layers. St
turally, it can be interpreted as four helix bundles.
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Fig. 2 can be flipped), and both conformations were act
ally found in the simulations. Optimal parameters for th
ground state search in this model areb  1ykT ø 2.0,
aPP  aHH ø 2, andaHP ø 20.13. With these, the av-
erage CPU times for findingE  294 andE  298 are
about 20 min and 80 h, respectively [23].

A surprising result is that the monomers are arrange
in four homogeneous layers in Fig. 2, while they ha
formed only three layers in the putative ground state
Fig. 1. Since the interaction should favor the segregatio
of different type monomers, one might have guessed th
a conformation with a smaller number of layers shoul
be favored. We see that this is outweighed by the fa
that both monomer types can form large double laye
in the new conformation. Again, our new ground stat
is not compact in the sense of minimizing the surfac
and hence it disagrees with the widespread prejudice th
native states are compact.

We also constructed histograms of the energy dist
bution. Combining them with similar histograms ob
tained at higher temperatures [24], we obtained avera

FIG. 2. Conformation of the four helix bundle sequence wit
E  298. We propose that this is the actual ground stat
Its shape is highly symmetric although it does not fit into
rectangular box. It is not degenerate, except for a flipping
the central front2 3 2 3 2 box.
3151
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FIG. 3. Specific heat (heat capacity per monomer) of the 8
mer four helix bundle vsT .

energies and heat capacities. The specific heat (Fig.
shows a large peak atT  0.62 and two shoulders (at
T ø 0.45 and 1.0), all of which are statistically signifi-
cant. As shown by a more detailed analysis [16], th
shoulder atT  1 is due to the collapse from open coil
to molten globule, while that atT  0.45 is due to the
folding into the native state. There seems to be no sta
with E  297, and very few states withE  296 and
295, leading to an effective gap betweenE  294 and
E  298. The main peak seems related to the formatio
of—mostly misfolded (helix-dominated)—secondary an
tertiary structure. The low-temperature phase, howeve
contains mostlyb sheets (see Fig. 2).

In summary, we showed that the pruned-enriche
Rosenbluth method can be very effectively applied t
protein structure prediction in simple lattice models. I
is suited for calculating statistical properties and is ver
successful in finding native states. In all cases it d
better than any previous MC method, and in many cases
found lower states than those which had previously be
conjectured to be native. Especially, we have presente
new candidate for the native conformation of a four heli
bundle sequence which had been studied before by seve
authors. We verified that ground states of the HP mod
are highly degenerate and have no gap, leading to b
folders. In contrast, the ground state of the four heli
bundle sequence has a small gap and has low degener
because of the modified interaction strengths. But it fold
only at very lowT , and should not be a good folder either
3152
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